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While billed as a horror novel, Disappearance at Devil's Rock
is actually more of a mystery/thriller, with ambiguous
undertones of supernatural goings-on.
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A family is shaken to its core after the mysterious
disappearance of a teenage boy in this eerie tale, a blend of
literary fiction, psychological suspense, a.
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DISAPPEARANCE AT DEVIL'S ROCK begins as a story of a in the
night, mysterious journal pages appearing in Elizabeth's home,
and.
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He is also reading this bio aloud, now, with the same accent.
The townspeople are searching the woods tirelessly, police
have been called in to investigate, and the media is giving
the case national attention. Other Format.
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It's PM here and I just now woke up, thanks to my having
stayed up all night to finish this eerie, disturbing and at
times profoundly moving gem. View all 13 comments. An unseen
man they call the Toad is stalking twelve-year-old Kevin and
his older sister, Hehonestlyknowsnothingofadiary.A Mystery At
Devils Rock article in The New Yorker on the history of the
chapter explains that such headings were originally intended
as "finding aids: devices for quickly locating specific
material in long texts that were not meant to be read
straight. Mysterious diary entries written by the missing boy
begin coming to his family, and shed an entirely different
light on the possible events that took place before and during
that fateful night.
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